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About This Game

WARNING! This game contains flashing graphics that could potentially trigger
seizures in people with photosensitive epilepsy

In this game you play as a cat that is trapped in another dimension.
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Find the way out or stay there forever!

Features:

 You can do it with just one hand! The easiest controls ever!

 Bossfights! The real Bullet Hell!

 Free your future partners and they'll help you fight evil!

 Compare the results of your run with the results of other players on the leaderboard

 The levels are tougher than they look at first sight. They also appear in a random sequence!

 Various skins for your cat :3

 Uniq̵͎̀ue p̵̺̅s̷̱̀ychedelic sty̵l̸e̷ ̸w̵i̵t̵h̷ ̶L̸O̴T̵͇̋5̷̬͠_̶͖̔ø̸͙̽ƒ̵͔͐_̸̙͆9̵̠̃ļ̵̀į̶́̃†̵̙͘ç̵̫̈́h̶́ͅ ̷̚͜f̴̝͋x̶̱̓!̸̱̓я̷ь̴У̴
6d̶в̸Я̵,̸ы̵>̴Я̴5̷„̵Q̷В̵'̷"̸“̸Ё̸K̷ґ̸&̴є̸щ̶Д̴b̵2̸1̴‡̶X̶H̷,̶#̵Ц̶Џ̵UR SOЎ̵L—̵B‡̶LONGS«̶TQ̸–̷US!¦̶!!
¦̶і̸x̴,̶!̴k̴«̸†̴!!ќ̵д̴Г̶д̶/̶{̵€̷C̶Д̵7̶$̵Y†̴
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Title: PUSS!
Genre: Indie
Developer:
teamCOIL
Publisher:
teamCOIL
Franchise:
PUSS!
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 750 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Ukrainian,Japanese,Polish
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Despite the bad reviews
This is by far one of my favorites.
A very nice and calming main soundtrack.
An interesting story that is presented well in my opinion.
But a very small amount of time is taken to get to most of the endings.
This is what most people find bad about this game.
It is
And I repeat
It is NOT a 3 minute game.
There is about an hours worth of playtime in this game if you read the text carefully and are working to get the achievements.
(And I am one of the people who, after having to repeat multiple choices, skipped the dialoge)
However I do see some people have around 3 hours worth of playtime.
I'm not actually sure how that works but moving on.
This game is not one for someone looking for HOURS worth of playtime and an amazing story.
This game is for someone who wants something to kill time with
Nice music
Interesting story (though this is very debatable)
But a short playtime and not having to invest in an entire story.

I must admit the price is slightly high for a game of such short playtime but that is a developers choice.

Overall I personally would be thrilled if the developers decided to add more endings.
Maybe if the playtime went up this game would have much better reviews like it desereves.
6/10
Most people would find that bad but that is my overall opinion, trying not to be too biased by my own interests.
Anything over 5 is good and recommended.
Anyone want a game to kill some time with that has a nice story and good soundtrack? Right here.
Anyone want a game with a lengthy story and hours worth of playtime? Go find something else, this is not right for you.
Simple as that.. This game is really fun to play :D

I love its tuny style and the simplicity!! The more you progress the harder it gets. Theres so many mechanics well thought
through and so many puzzles I didnt think of at first. And its really fun to progress. I thought it was gonna repeat the same
patterns, but its very diverse throughout the game!!

It sucks that there is no exit option other than alt+f4 and no pause menu, but its in alpha after all, so cant complain.

Definitly recommend this game, its really fun to play !!!!

Pros:
- simplicity
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- always new patterns and very diverse
- music\/tune
- many levels
- fun to play

Cons:
- no pause menu
- no exit option other than alt+f4. Can't get this one to run, keep getting a fatal error come up.
I think my Graphics card needs updating so please check your system requirements before buying it.
Dash. i took this game so serious as a kid it's making me laugh as an adult 20 odd years on. i got nothing but love and praise for
this game.. Hey guys when you offered me this game you wanted to no when i uploaded a video of it well i have posted a video
of some gameplay of the video and plan to do another one at a later date with commentary to adress some things that are wrong
with the game the game is pretty good it really is but it could be lots better i no its only Early Access but i will give my full
opinion on the game in another video this video was to prwetty much show people what its like in a match but since that its only
early access i will rate this up since its better than most early access games iv played

Heres the link you guys wanted as well
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZ3dSfSGPAw. This game has major problems that are never fixed by updates. In fact,
every update seems to amplify the problems. After occasionally booting up this game over the course of a few years, I've
finished exactly 2 games. The rest ended in crashes. If you're looking for a good 3D chess game, look elsewhere!. Whatis this

I'm not kidding, it's a bad game
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Game seems OK however I cannot calibrate my G27 wheel. When trying the menu jumps around erratically, I can't select items
properly which leaves me trying to play with very twichy steering. Turning the wheel 90 degrees results in hairpin turning. Apart
from this the experience seems fun, don't think it's worth full price though. Ive played this one through three times from start to
finish and still feel like there's still something waitting for me to discover. A very good read, interesting characters, but i think
the most interesting character might be over looked by the casual player.
Im still looking to win over the Heart of the House = ). I love this game. And highly recommend getting it. I have played all
most all airport games and so far as airport games go this is one of the best. Yes I know it is not a build your airport like the
tycoon games , but for a one man job it is very well done. The game has so much potential , and seeing that he is working on
new airports and planes I think it will go a long ways. A very interesting concept that it executed in a very skillful way.
This game also has big potential if it keep being updated as there still are a few bugs in the game that i have noticed during my
90+ minutes of playtime.

And there is no push for micro-transactions that i have discovered yet.
This game also ahs a very pleasing art style that is gentle, dark and easy on the eyes.

The on thing i would like to be done better is marking which minions in your army need to get their ability in a match as i often
forget what my units need to use their power-ups.

Overall it's a very good game with a few minor bugs. i would reccomend this to a friend.. OMG !! 1 move per 72 hr ??? see you
tomorrow.. I dont know if it is my computer or the game but since the 1.2 update, the new minigames are making the fps drop
so much. Great classic harvest moon game. Not only "No".. but "Oh Hell NO!" Stay away from this toxic minimal effort game
by the developer at ALL costs!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=dN4fhwchGUM

This is kinda what you'd expect from your typical Game Guru game. Drag and drop default assets within Game Guru engine and
hope to make a quick buck kinda game by the developer. Except.. this one is EVEN WORSE than most Game Guru garbage
I've seen. Less effort and less care by the developer is blatantly obvious, yet he asks THREE TIMES as much as your average
Game Guru trash game (Average is about $1.99 USD and for this he asks $5.99 USD)

Maps look like they were made in no more than five minutes each with the same three or four assets used over and over and
over and over, Absolutely ZERO thought put into any of the levels and each looks as if a drunken monkey created them as a
joke. Add to this that the game crashed three times on me with a black screen. (And before the developer can blame my
computer or Steam.. my Steam big picture and overlay was turned OFF before the game and my computer can handle ARK and
1,000 other games with no problem)

At least Ivan Vs Nazi Zombies (which has been removed from Steam might I add) was only $1.99 and I could play the full
game, not possible with this trash as it kept loading my saved game after getting killed to a black screen with game sounds, Ugh.
This game just isn't worth the hassle or time, much less even a nickel of your money.

My Score:

VALUE: 0 out of 40 - A game that a developer spends no more than 20 minutes making and charges $6 for? Cough. Ridiculous.
Way to disrespect any fans you might have made in your previous games, mr greedy dev. ..ZERO!

FUN: 0 out of 30 - If you think feeling nausea at the blurry stretched terrain and awful controls "fun", more power to you!
...ZERO!

CONTROLS & BUGS: 0 out of 20 - With random invisible walls everywhere and constant black screen bugs, 0 is more than
this game deserves here.

GRAPHICS & SOUND: 0 out of 10 - Theres no points awarded for using stretched defaul textures and assets we've seen 100
times.
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So what would look to add up to a 0 score because afterall, 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 equals 0 right? Usually! But not in this mess of a rip
off scam game! I confidently take away 20 points for wasting my time installing, uninstalling, and needing to request a refund,
and needing to seek professional help for ever thinking this was game worth a purchase! Subtract 20 points!

My Score: The lowest score I've ever given to any game in just about 300 Steam reviews now.. A NEGATIVE 20 %

Great Job Mr Self proclaimed "Developer"! Way to prove you are an indie developer only interested in ripping off your
customers with low effort garbage. {applauds}

Join PUSS! Ｄｉｓｃｏｒｄ server!:
We welcome you to PUSS! Discord server[discord.gg].

In ｎｅｗｓ you'll find all updates and news from teamCOIL.

Feel free to blabber about any PUSS!-related and other stuff in ｄｉｓｃｕｓｓｉｏｎｓ.

If you are facing an issue while playing PUSS!, let us know in ｓｕｐｐｏｒｔ.

Join us and say hello with using neat PUSS! emojis:

PUSS! loves you. For Windows x32 owners:

Finally, you are able to download the demo.
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We apologize for this bug. Now it is solved

store.steampowered.com/app/797230/PUSS/

Have a nice game!. SOUNDTRACK:
Hi,

Everyone who subscribed to http://pussthegame.com
will get an OST key within TWO DAYS

Please check your E-Mail from time to time.
(Also, look into 'Spam' folder - there's a small chance that inbox mail can get there)

https://youtu.be/dpBhMMxwqVk

PUSS! loves you

. 【GET PUSS! WITH 40% DISCOUNT】:

This week PUSS! loves you 40% (!) more! :3
https://store.steampowered.com/app/719750/PUSS/

Grab it now!. ＰＵＳＳ！ goes to PAX East!:
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Attend PAX East[east.paxsite.com] in Boston, MA - Apr 5-8 and play PUSS!.
Find our booth at Rising zone.

See you there!

. 「ＰＵＳＳ！」O S T:
Here's a single from upcoming PUSS! Soundtrack:
https://youtu.be/dpBhMMxwqVk
You can get PUSS! Soundtrack for free by visiting  PUSS! website [www.pussthegame.com].

PUSS! and PUSS! OST release on August 2
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